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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 3rd Semester Examination, 2020  

SEC1 (P1)-BENGALI 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
 

 িনmিলিখত য- কােনা চারিট  িবষেয় অয্াসাইনেমn (assignment) pstত কেরা ১৫×৪ = ৬০

১। িবেশষ  কােক বেল ? উদাহরণসহ িবিভn pকার িবেশেষ র পিরচয় দাও। এক িণর িবেশষ  পদ 
কীভােব অন  িণেত ব বhত হেত পাের — দৃ াnসহ বুিঝেয় দাও। 

  

২। সংskত ও বাংলা বচেনর পাথক  লেখা।  
অথ পাথক  দখাওঃ  
পাঁচিট ছেল, ছেল পাঁচিট; আটখানা লুিচ, খান আে ক লুিচ; dেটা দই, গাটাdই দই; একিদন,  
এক-এক িদন; িড়খােনক আম, এক িড় আম। 

  

৩। সবনাম কােক বেল ? িবিভn pকার সবনােমর উদাহরণসহ আেলাচনা কেরা। 

  

৪। ধাt িবভিk ও ধাtবায়ব pত য়-এর সংjা িদেয় উভেয়র পাথক  বুিঝেয় দাও। 

  
৫। িkয়ার মৗিলক কাল ও যৗিগক কাল কী ? কান  ্ কান  ্কালেক মৗিলককাল এবং কান ্ কান ্  কালেক 

যৗিগক কাল বলা হয় এবং কন বলা হয় ? 
  

৬। বু ৎপিt িনণয় কেরাঃ 
কতব , sরণীয়, pণম , মািতলা, আচায, এেয়া, ওঝা, বধমান, ইদঁারা, ইsাবন, dg, দৗবািরক, িবdান, 
যশsী, বশীকরণ। 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

B.A. Honours/Programme 3rd Semester Examination, 2020  

SEC1 (P1)-EDUCATION  

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 40 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates should follow the word limit mentioned against each questions. 

Candidates should give assignment based answer in their own words as far as practicable. 

The question paper contains SEC-1A and SEC-1B.  Candidates are required  
to answer any one from the two courses and they should  

mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

SEC-1A 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  

 Answer any two assignment based question from the following 
(The word limit of each answer will be 500 words) 

20×2 = 40

 fuEufyf[kr iz”uksa esa ls fdUgha nks ds mÙkj fyf[k, 

 িনmিলিখত েয-েকান dিট  pে র উtর দাও 
(pিতিট উtর ৫০০ শbসীমার মেধ  হেব) 

 dquS nqbZoVk iz”udk mÙkj ys[uqgksl~ 

1. What are the measure of central tendency? Calculate mean, median and mode of 
the following distribution.  

5+5+5+5

 dsanzh; izof̀Ùk ds mik; D;k gaS \ Mean, Median vkSj Mode dk fuEufyf[kr forj.k ls 
x.kuk djsaA 

 Central tendency ( কndীয় pবণতার) পিরমাপgিল িক িক ? িনmিলিখত পিরসংখয্া িবভাজন থেক 
গড়, মধয্মান এবং িয় ক িনণয় কর। 

 dsUnzh; izof̀Ùkdk mik;g: ds ds gqu~ \ feu] fefM;u vfu eksMdk fuEufyf[kr 
forj.kdk vk/kkjek x.kuk xuZqgksl~& 

 Score 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74 75-79 80-84 85-89 90-94 

f 3 3 4 6 6 14 9 8 2 4 1 
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2. Calculate Q.D. and S.D. from the following data: 10+10

 fuEufyf[kr forj.k ls Q.D. vkSj S.D. dks x.kuk djsaA 
 িনmিলিখত তথয্ থেক Q.D. এবং S.D. িনণয় করঃ 

 fuEufyf[kr forj.kdk vk/kkjek Q.D. vfu S.D. ykbZ x.kuk xuZqgksl~A 

 Score 50-54 45-49 40-44 35-39 30-34 25-29 20-24 15-19 

f 8 5 7 11 4 9 3 3 
 

  

3. Explain with examples different types of correlation. Compute coefficient of 
correlation using Rank Difference Method and interpret its result. 

6+12+2

 fofHkUu izdkj dk correlation dks mnkgj.k ds lkFk le>k,aA fuEufyf[kr forj.k dks 
Rank Difference Method ls x.kuk djsa vkSj bldh ifj.kkeksa dh O;k[;k djsaA 

 উদাহরণসহ িবিভn ধরেনর সহগিত আেলাচনা কর। িনmিলিখত তথয্ হইেত র য্া  পাথকয্ পdিতর 
মাধয্েম সহগিতর সহগা  িনণয় কর এবং তার ফলাফল িবে ষণ কর। 

 lglEcU/k dk mnkgj.klfgr ;ldk izdkjg:ckjs ppkZ xuZqgksl~A j;k fMQjsUl 

i)frdks iz;ksx xnSZ fuEufyf[kr x.kukdk vk/kkjek lglEcU/kdks xq.kkdksfu/kkZj.k 

xuZqgksl~A 

 Individual A B C D E F G H I J 

X 72 58 69 82 63 74 72 85 68 62 

Y 61 55 56 58 52 53 54 51 57 60 
 

  

4. Calculate Median and AD from the following scores: 10+10

 fuEufy[kr forj.k ls AD vkSj Median dh x.kuk djsaA 

 িনmিলিখত সংখয্াgিল থেক মধয্মান এবং গড় িবcয্িত িনণয় করঃ 

 fuEu forj.kdk vk/kkjek , Mh vfu fefM;uykbZ x.kuk xuZqgksl~A 

 10, 8, 5, 13, 16, 7, 9, 3, 18, 4, 7, 20. 
 

  

 OR 
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 SEC-1B 
COMPUTER APPLICATION 

 Answer any two assignment based answer from the following 
(The word limit of each answer will be 500 words) 

20×2 = 40

 fuEufyf[kr iz”uksa esa ls fdUgha nks ds mÙkj fyf[k, 
 িনmিলিখত েয-েকান dিট  pে র উtর দাও 

(pিতিট উtর ৫০০ শbসীমার মেধ  হেব) 
 dquS nqbZoVk iz”udk mÙkj 500 “kCn fHk=ek ys[uqgksl~ 

1. Write down the features and uses of MS Word. 10+10

 MS Word dh fo”ks’krk,¡ vkSj mi;ksx fyf[k,A 

 MS Word এর ৈবিশ য্ এবং কাযকািরতা সmেক লখ। 

 ,e ,l oMZ (MS Word) dks fo”ks’krk vfu mi;ksxckjs ppkZ xuZqgksl~A 
  

2. Explain the process of inserting tables and templates in a Word Document. 10+10

 fdlh oMZ MkD¡;qesaV esa VscYl vkSj VsEIysV Mkyus dh izfØ;k dks le>k,A 

 Word Document এ table এবং templates িকভােব pেয়াগ করেব ? 

 dquS oMZ MD;qesUVek VscYl vfu VsEIysV jkf[kus izfØ;kckjs ppkZ xuZqgksl~A 
  

3. What are the uses of a PowerPoint presentation? 20

 PowerPoint presentation dh mi;ksx D;k gksrh gS \ 

 PowerPoint presentation এর বয্বহারgিল উেlখ কর। 

 ikoj iksbUVdks mi;ksx Hkékys ds cqf>UN \ 
  

4. Explain the step by step process of inserting themes, texts and graphics in a PPT 
presentation. 

20

 ihihV izsTuVs”ku esa Fkhe] VsDLV vkSj xzkfQDl dks Mkyus dh LVsi ckbZ LVsi izfØ;k 
crk,aA 

 PPT উপsাপেন themes, texts এবং graphics-এর pেয়ােগর sরgিল আেলাচনা কর। 

 ih ih Vh izLrqfrdj.kek fFke] VsDLV vfu xzkfQd Hkfjus Øfed izfØ;kckjs ppkZ xuZqgksl~A 
 ——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

B.A. Honours/Programme 3rd Semester Examination, 2020  

SEC1(P1)-ENGLISH  

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

 
The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their own words and adhere to the word limit as practicable. 

All symbols are of usual significance. 

 The question paper contains GROUP-I and GROUP-II. 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two Groups.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 GROUP-I  

 TEXT COMPREHENSION AND EDITING  

 Answer any three questions from the following 20×3 = 60 

1. Attempt a summary of the following  passage:  

 Proficiency in English is an important factor in helping to free Indians, 

particularly women and girls, from the shackles of India’s ancient caste system. 

The caste system has proved hard to dent despite a series of quotas for university 

places and jobs to be filled by people of low caste and by Dalits (so-called 

‘untouchables’, who lie outside the caste system). In a new study published in the 

American Economic Review, Indian economist Kaivan Munshi and an American 

colleague examined twenty years’ worth of data on school enrolments and 

income in Mumbai (Bombay). Over that time India has seen a big rise in 

nontraditional white-collar jobs thanks to globalization. They found that low-

caste boys still tended to attend schools that taught in Marathi, the local language, 

and from which they would graduate into ‘blue-collar’ occupations traditional for 

their caste. However, some broke with tradition and enrolled in English-medium 

schools. In a 1990 sample of over 4,000 low-caste males around Mumbai, those 

with a command of English earned 24 per cent more on average than those with 

little English. More dramatic were the changes that English proficiency brought 

to the lives of low-caste women. In 1980, very few low-caste women were in paid 
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work. But low expectations of them meant there were fewer stereotypical 

attitudes affecting their choices in education, and many more ended up in 

English-medium schools than the boys. The impact of this was clear: roughly 2 

per cent of women surveyed in an area just outside Mumbai and who had been to 

Marathi language schools were in work, compared to nearly 14 per cent of 

English-speaking women. Women have surged ahead in education and 

employment, so much that low-caste families are now willing to spend more on 

educating their daughters than their sons. Low-caste women are also breaking 

down social barriers by marrying outside their caste: nearly a third of those who 

had been to English-medium schools had done so, compared to fewer than one in 

ten who had attended Marathi-medium schools. The study concluded that English 

was the most significant of various ‘forces of modernization [that] could 

ultimately lead to the disintegration of a system that has remained firmly in place 

for thousands of years’. 

   

2. Attempt a summary of the following  passage: 

The first fall of snow is not only an event but it is a magical event. You go to bed 

in one kind of world and wake up to find yourself in another, quite different and 

if this is not enchantment, then where is it to be found? The very stealth, the eerie 

quietness, of the thing makes it more magical. If all the snow fell at once in one 

shattering crash, awakening us in the middle of the night, the event would be 

robbed of its wonder. But it flutters down, soundlessly, hour after hour while we 

are asleep. Outside the closed curtains of the bedroom a vast transformation scene 

is taking place, just as if a myriad elves and brownies were at work, and we turn 

and yawn and stretch and know nothing about it. And then, what an extraordinary 

change it is! It is as if the house you are in had been dropped down in another 

continent. Even the inside, which has not been touched, seems different, every, 

room appearing smaller and cozier, just as if some power were trying to turn it 

into a woodcutter’s hut or a snug log-cabin. Outside, where the garden was 

yesterday, there is now a white and glistening level, and the village beyond is no 

longer your own familiar cluster of roofs but a village in an old German fairy-

tale. You would not be surprised to learn that all the people there, the spectacled 

postmistress, the cobbler, the retired schoolmaster, and the rest, had suffered a 

change too and had become queer elvish beings, purveyors of invisible caps and 

magic shoes. You yourselves do not feel quite the same people you were 
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yesterday. How could you when so much has been changed? There is a curious 

stir, a little shiver of excitement, troubling the house, not unlike the feeling there 

is abroad when a journey has to be made. The children, of course, are all 

excitement, but even the adults hang about and talk to one another longer than 

usual before settling down to the day’s work. Nobody can resist the windows. It is 

like being on board a ship. 

   

3. Attempt a summary of the following  poem: 

 The free bird leaps 

 on the back of the wind 

 and floats downstream 

 till the current ends 

 and dips his wings 

 in the orange sun rays 

 and dares to claim the sky. 

 But a bird that stalks 

 down his narrow cage 

 can seldom see through 

 his bars of rage 

 his wings are clipped and 

 his feet are tied 

 so he opens his throat to sing. 

 The caged bird sings 

 with fearful trill 

 of things unknown 

 but longed for still 

 and his tune is heard 

 on the distant hill for the caged bird 

 sings of freedom.  

 The free bird thinks of another breeze 

 and the trade winds soft through the sighing trees  

 and the fat worms waiting on a dawn-bright lawn  

 and he names the sky his own. 

 But a caged bird stands on the grave of dreams 

 his shadow shouts on a nightmare scream  

 his wings are clipped and his feet are tied  

 so he opens his throat to sing. 

 The caged bird sings 

 with fearful trill 

 of things unknown 

 but longed for still 

 and his tune is heard 

 on the distant hill  

 for the caged bird 

 sings of freedom. 
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4. Attempt a summary of the following  poem: 

 The time will come  

 when, with elation  

 you will greet yourself arriving  

 at your own door, in own mirror,  

 and each will smile at the other’s welcome, 

 and say, sit here. Eat.  

 You will love again the stranger who was yourself.  

 Give wine. Give bread. Give back your heart  

 to itself, to the stranger who has loved you 

 all your life, whom you ignored  

 for another, who knows you by heart.  

 Take down the love letters from the bookshelf, 

 the photographs, the desperate notes,  

 peel your own image from the mirror.  

 Sit. Feast on your life. 

 

   

5. What are the roles and responsibilities of an academic editor? (700-750 words)  

   

6. Discuss the various stages of copyediting. (700-750 words)  

   

 GROUP-II  

 CREATIVE WRITING  

 Answer any three of the following questions (700-750 Works) 20×3 = 60 

1. Discuss the importance and purposes of creative writing.  

   

2. Explain the different types of fictions in which one may try to write creatively.  

   

3. What are the differences between a script and a screenplay?  

   

4. What is storytelling? What are the creative ways of using social media for 
storytelling? 

 

   

5. As a food blogger. Write a review of a restaurant that you have visited recently.  

   

6. Write a short story that can be titled as ‘Love in the Time of Social Distancing’.  

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.A. Honours 3rd Semester Examination, 2020 

SEC1 (P1)-HISTORY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 40 

ASSIGNMENT 

The questions are of equal value 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 The question paper contains two parts: Paper-A and Paper-B 

The candidates are required to answer any one from two parts.  

Candidates should mention it clearly on the Answer Book. 

 

 PAPER-A 

UNDERSTANDING HERITAGE 

 

 Answer any two questions from the following  

and all questions should not exceed 1000 words 

20×2 = 40 

1. What do you mean by the term heritage? Examine the importance of heritage by 

pointing out the features of national and individual heritage. 

20 

   

2. Examine the term intangible heritage. Discuss with any one example the value of 

preserving intangible heritage. 

20 

   

3. How does smuggling and terrorism pose a threat to tangible heritage? 20 

   

4. Define ‘historical tourism’. Examine its significance through the example of any 

one site popular for historical tourism. 

20 

   

 PAPER-B 

ARCHIVES AND MUSEUMS 

 

 Answer any two questions from the following  

and all questions should not exceed 1000 words preferably 

20×2 = 40 

1. Discuss the origin and development of Museum in India. What is the role of 

Museum in historical study and research? 

 

   

2. Define Archives. Write the history of National Archives of India.  

   

3. How are the objects of a Museum collected?  

   

4. What are the documents preserved in the National Archives of India?  

 ——×——  
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

B.A. Honours/Programme 3rd Semester Examination, 2020  

SEC1 (P1)-PHILOSOPHY 

BASICS OF COUNSELLING 
Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 
 

 Prepare Assignments on any three from the following within 800 words  20×3 = 60
 fuEufyf[kr esa ls fdUgha rhu iz”uksa ij 800 “kCnksa esa vlkbUesaV cukb, 

 িনmিলিখত pকlgিল থেক য- কান িতনিট  pে র উtর দাও ৮০০ শেbর মেধ  

 ry fnb,dk dquS rhuoVk iz”udk mÙkj 800 “kCnfHk= ys[uqgksl~ % 

1. Explain in detail the basic concept of mental health. 20

 ekufld LokLF; dh ewy vo/kkj.kk ds ckjs esa foLrkj ls crk,aA 

 কাউেnিলং বা পরামশদােন, মানিসক  sােs র ধারণািট সিবsার আেলাচনা কর। 

 ekufld LokLF;dk ewy vo/kkj.kk ckjs lfoLrkj ppkZ xuZqgksl~A 

  

2. Explain in detail the qualities of a counsellor. 20

 ijke”kZnkrk ds xq.kksa ds ckjs esa foLrkj ls crk,aA 

 কাউেnলার বা পরামশদাতার gণাবলী আেলাচনা কর।  

 ijke”kZnkrkdk xq.kg:dkckjsek lfoLrkj ppkZ xuZqgksl~A 

  

3. Discuss the difference between hearing and listening. Why listening is important 
in the field of counselling.  

5+15=20

 lquus (hearing) vkSj Jo.k djuk (listening) ds chp varj ij ppkZ djsaA D;ksa ijke”kZ 
ds {ks= esa lquuk egRoiw.kZ gSA 

 হয়ািরং এবং িলস ্ িনং-এর  মেধ  পাথক gিল আেলাচনা কর। পরামশদান বা কাউেmিলং এ িলস ্  িনং বা 
বেণর grt আেলাচনা কর। 

 lqUuq (hearing) vfu Jo.k (listening) fcpdk Hksnckjs ppkZ xuZqgksl~A ijke”kZdks {ks=ek 
Jo.k fdu egRoiw.kZ N \ 
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4. Discuss the need of counselling in details following Nelson and Jones. 20

 usYlu vkSj tkWUl ds vuqlkj ijke”kZ dh vko”;drk ij foLrkj ls vkykspuk dhft,A 

 নল ্ সন ও জানস ্  - ক অনুসরণ কের কাউেnিলং-এর pেয়াজনীয়তা আেলাচনা কর। 

 usYlu j tksUl vuqlkj ijke”kZdks vko”;äkckjs lfoLrkj ppkZ xuZqgksl~A 

  

5. Explain in detail the barriers of counselling. 20

 ijke”kZ (counselling) dh ck/kkvksa ds ckjs esa foLrkj ls crk,aA 

 কাউেnিলং বা পরামশদােনর kেt বাধাgিল িক —  আেলাচনা কর। 

 ijke”kZ (counselling) dk izfrjks/kckjs lfoLrkj ppkZ xuZqgksl~A 

  

6. Write a note on different types of communication. 20

 fofHkUu izdkj ds lapkj (communication) ij vkykspuk dhft,A 

 িবিভn pকােরর কিমউিনেকশন বা যাগােযাগ িবষেয় আেলাচনা কর। 

 fofHkUu izdkjdk lapkj (communication) ckjs vkys[k izLrqr xuZqgksl~A 

 
——×—— 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 

B.A. Honours/Programme 3rd Semester Examination, 2020  

SEC1 (P1)-POLITICAL SCIENCE (301) 

PUBLIC OPINION AND SURVEY RESEARCH 
Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

ASSIGNMENT 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

 Answer all questions  
Maximum word limit-1200 words / Question Assignment should be hand 

written 

30×2 = 60

 lHkh iz”uksa ds mÙkj fnth, vf/kdre “kCn lhek 1200 “kCn@iz”u vlkabesaV 
gLrfyf[kr gksus pkfg,A 

 সমs  pে র উtর দাও 
সবািধক শbসীমা -1200 শb / p  িনেজর হােত িলখেত হেব 

 lcS iz”ug:dks mÙkj fnuqgksl~A vf/kdre “kCn lhek 1200 “kCn@iz”u vlkbuesUV 
gkrys ys[uqinZN 

1. How would you assess the influence of opinion Polls on the public opinion in 
India? Argue your case with recent examples. 

30

 vki Hkkjr esa tuer ij tuer losZ{k.k ds izHkko dk vkdyu dSls djrs gSa \ gky ds 
mnkgj.kksa ds lkFk cgl djsaA 

 ভারেত জনমেতর উপর মতামত পােলর pভাব tিম িকভােব িবে ষণ করেব ? বতমান উদাহরেণর 
pিkেত ব াখ া কর। 

 turkek tuerykbZ dljh izHkko ikusZ HkUus dqjkykbZ Hkkjrh; turkek dljh iDdk 
xuZqgqUN \ gkylkySdk mnkgj.kg:ek rikbZdks eqÌk cgl xuZqgksl~A 

  
2. Discuss the various types and methods of Interview in Social Science Research. 30

 lkekftd foKku vuqla/kku esa lk{kkRdkj ds fofHkUu izdkjksa vkSj rjhdksa ij ppkZ djsaA 

 সমাজ িবjান গেবষণায় সাkাৎকােরর িবিভn ধরন ও পdিতgিল আেলাচনা কর। 

 lkekftd foKku vuqlU/kkuek fofHkUu izdkj j vUrokZrkZdks fof/kg:dks ckjsek NyQy 
xuZqgksl~A 

 
——×—— 
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1. Answer any two of the following questions: 20×2 = 40 

(a) Write a detailed note on classification of computers.  

(b) Write a detailed note on memory of computer.  

(c) Write a detailed note on Computer Generations.  

   

2. Write short notes on any two of the following: 10×2 = 20 

(a) Optical Media  

(b) Monitor  

(c) Rom.  

 
——×—— 

 

 


